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Abstract

Hydrocarbon derived from fast pyrolysis of plantation wood is a potential feedstock for the production of transportation fuels. Unfortunately, the cost to produce and upgrade this feedstock is highly uncertain, and its current technological state is not competitive with crude oil. Additional R&D will be needed to achieve the significant cost reductions required for competitiveness. Significant technical hurdles must be overcome to achieve a commercially ready, cost competitive technology. This paper identifies the most promising areas for the needed future research. Identification of a stable upgrading catalyst, definition of the maximum level of oxygen that can be tolerated by the existing refining infrastructure, and improved oxygen removal during the pyrolysis step emerge as the most prospective research areas.

1. Introduction

Several alternative processes are being developed to produce biofuels from non-edible biomass. They generally fall into one of three categories: 1) biochemical routes to sugars ending with either fermentation to form an alcohol fuel or catalytic conversion to produce conventional fuels, 2) gasification followed by biochemical conversion of synthesis gas into motor fuels or alcohols, and 3) fast pyrolysis followed by hydro processing, which is the topic of this study [1]. Plausible cases have been made that each of these routes can produce transportation fuels from biomass at competitive costs in the future. All are still in development and none have demonstrated competitive economics versus conventional hydrocarbons on a commercial scale. Early operators of each technology will be challenged by the uncertainties and costs associated with pioneer plants. The likely range of costs show substantial overlap given the current state of each technology. Fast pyrolysis is the least developed of the potential methods to convert woody biomass to transportation fuels and is characterized by more uncertainty but also more potential. A recent study comparing alternative processes, using corn stover as feedstock [2] showed fast pyrolysis to be the least capital intensive and most economical, principally due to the lower complexity of the technology. Its potential to produce conventional motor fuels and to make use of existing refining and logistics infrastructure add to its potential attractiveness.

Biofuel volumes mandated in the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) are the primary driving force for using pyrolysis oil (Pyoil) to make transportation fuel. In a recent study [3] it was estimated that the forest resources and refining concentration located in the South Central United States have the potential to support a mature Pyrolysis Oil industry producing a significant portion of the mandated “Advanced Biofuel” volumes. It is estimated that this region alone could support motor fuels production from Pyoil of 500kbd or more. Other parts of the U.S. could also support Pyoil value chains, albeit with economics less favorable than the South Central region, and could add to this projected volume.

Pyoil’s ultimate appeal to the U.S. refining industry will be based upon its becoming an inexpensive feedstock relative to crude oil and/or other renewable fuels. This may be achieved over the course of the time as a result of several factors. Many refiners believe that crude oil will be increasingly supplied constrained. This condition could systematically raise crude oil’s cost in real terms. The Pyoil feedstock, wood biomass, should not see its costs constrained. This condition could systematically raise crude oil’s cost in real terms. The Pyoil feedstock, wood biomass, should not see its costs constrained.

2. Methodology

The purpose of this paper is to define research areas that have the largest potential impact for reducing the cost of bio-crude from fast pyrolysis of wood. In discussing research opportunities, it is useful to define a base case value chain. For this study the configuration and economics of...
the Mature Industry value chain summarized in a recent study [3] will be used (the biomass source is plantation wood shipped via barge to integrated pyrolysis and upgrader plant located on the lower Mississippi River with an overall plant capacity of 20 thousand dry tons/day (kt/d dry) of wood consisting of four 5 kt/d pyrolysis reactors and a single upgrader reactor). Fig. 1 summarizes the value chain and shows the relative contribution of each step.

This case takes maximum advantage of economies of scale, high concentration of biomass, availability of low cost transportation and location in region of high concentration of refining capacity. Note that this case assumes that successful scale up of pyrolysis reactors to 5 kt/d has been achieved (current technology uses 200 t/d reactors) and that a fixed bed reactor is used for the upgrader (a stable upgrader catalyst is found). Failure to scale the pyrolysis reactors to this size and/or having to use a more complex upgrading reactor (cyclic or moving bed) would lead to a higher overall value chain cost but should not materially change the results of this study.

In considering various research opportunities, the following adjustments were made. Where changes were made to capital investments the investment related costs are adjusted via (capacity)\(^{0.60}\) for the upgrader and via (capacity)\(^{0.7}\) for the pyrolysis unit except for the pyrolysis reactors. For the pyrolysis reactors, the investment related costs were adjusted via (capacity)\(^{0.7}\) up to a capacity of 5000 tons/day. Above this level, parallel trains for reactors were assumed. In terms of adjustments for upgrader product oxygen levels, 1st order kinetics was assumed and only the upgrader reactor investments were affected. The hydrogen consumption was adjusted using the Veba data [4] for upgrading levels other than the base case.

Given that there is a high degree of uncertainty for the capital and total value chain costs, the research opportunity areas were tested with a range of investment cost bases (Pioneer Plant vs. \(n\)-th plant based contingencies) and are expressed as percentage reduction in total value chain costs. The RAND [5] methodology was used to adjust the upgrader and pyrolysis investment for the pioneer plant cases reflecting the current uncertainties in the technology. As it turns out, while the absolute costs are significantly affected by the contingency values assumed, the percentage changes by research area are relatively insensitive to these uncertainties and for purposes of this study are virtually identical. Note that all the incentives reported here are not debited for the costs for effecting the potential improvements and therefore represent the maximum incentives available.

3. Results

As reported separately [3], the value chain cost range for the refined product entering the existing fuel distribution system would
be 3.75 to 5.25 $/gallon based on today’s technology. The estimate
was made considering only performance that had been demonstrated
at the time of this study (200 t/d pyrolysis reactors, recently reported
pyrolysis and upgrader yields) and with favorable assumptions about
corrosivity of upgraded pyrolysis oil and successful development of
an upgrader catalyst system with a one year life. While highly uncer-
tain, these results would suggest that improvements of up to 40% may
be needed to bring this technology to be competitive with current
petroleum prices. While some of the economic improvements will come
from successful scale up of pyrolysis and upgrader reactors and are es-
timated to be about 20%, additional improvements of 20% in the base
technology will be needed to close the gap [3].

Fig. 2 summarizes the results of this study. Given that these are
maximum incentives, and do not include the costs required to affect
these improvements, one broad observation is that all the potential
improvement steps are relatively modest. There does not appear to
be a single area of research that emerges that will yield a step change
in costs. Rather a combination of improvement steps will be needed.
In looking at the specific R&D areas, upgrader catalyst stability and
optimization of upgrader/refinery interface emerge as the ones with
the highest priority. Both areas are characterized by large number of
uncertainties, but significant potential economic impact.

The viability of the entire value chain is dependent on finding a
stable upgrader catalyst. If a catalyst is not identified with life long
enough for use in a fixed bed reactor, then the cost and complexity
of the process increases. This is because more complex reactor sys-
tems must be considered such as cyclic or moving beds. This will in-
crease the cost of the value chain and increase the complexity and
cost of the overall development of the technology. These kinds of re-
actors would also require that the upgrading catalyst be regenerable.

There has been little work done to define the allowable Pyoil oxy-
gen content that the existing refining infrastructure can handle. It
appears there are significant cost optimization opportunities at the
upgrader/refinery interface. In particular, partial upgrading shows
some of the larger incentives identified in this study. This important
but complex area will need to be explored at some point before this
value chain can be commercialized.

Pyrolysis oxygen removal, plantation and upgrader / pyrolysis yields
are the next most attractive areas for work. The areas of upgrader catalyst
selectivity/activity and individual biomass cost reduction steps appear
to have smaller effect on costs. The challenge in all these potential re-
search areas is finding low cost improvements that will not significantly
erode the incentives shown above.

4. Discussion of results

4.1. Hydrotreating improvements

The hydrotreater represents one of the higher cost areas in the
value chain and improvements here could have a significant cost im-
pact. Catalyst activity, stability and hydrogen selectivity all represent
potential improvement areas (upgrader yield is covered separately
below). Catalyst stability stands out as a key research area. Currently
available catalysts have poor stability, and unless significant progress is
made in finding a stable upgrading catalyst, fuel products from Pyoil are
unlikely to progress to commercialization.

Upgrader catalyst stability is the key uncertainty in the whole Pyoil
value chain. The base case value chain discussed in this article assumes
a one year upgrader catalyst life and this allows the use of a fixed bed re-
actor system. There are indications in the literature that current catalyst
stability is poor and, moreover, the high hydrothermal conditions in the
reactor represent a significant challenge for the integrity of the catalyst
support [6]. In fact, there does not appear to be any data in the publicly
available literature supporting a Pyoil upgrader catalyst with a multi-
month catalyst life. The economics turn out to be particularly sensitive
to catalyst life as shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen, the cost is particularly sensitive to a catalyst with a
life less than a year. This is because shorter catalyst life translates not
only into higher catalyst costs but also has a significant impact on the
service factor of the plant. The base case assumes a service factor of
the process to be 90%. If one assumes that it takes two weeks to re-
place the catalyst, the service factor deteriorates to 86% if the catalyst
life is 6 months and to 78% for a 3 month catalyst life. These calculations
assume that the other items which contribute to the service factor re-
main unchanged. Realistically, one would not consider a fixed bed re-
tactor system, if the catalyst life was, in fact, three or 6 months. At this
point, other reactor types, such as a cyclic or moving bed, would have
to be considered. In these cases, the catalyst would likely need to be
regenerable. This change in reactor type would increase the cost and com-
plexity of the process. In addition, the scale up of the process would

**Fig. 2. Summary of research incentives.**
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become more costly and time consuming. It should be noted that the
incentive for increasing the catalyst life beyond one year diminishes for
a catalyst life greater than one year (7% reduction in value chain cost
for a catalyst with a two year life). This overall discussion leads to the
specific research objective for the upgrader: find a catalyst with at least
a one year life.

It is found that catalyst activity and hydrogen selectivity have rel-
atively smaller impacts on costs.

Doubling the activity surprisingly only improves the economics by
about 2–5%. This is because only the reactor portion of the upgrader
investment is impacted. It is assumed that the base case catalyst affects
some excess hydrogenation of aromatic structures, then there may be
an opportunity to develop a more selective catalyst with reduced hy-
drogen consumption and aromatic saturation. For example, if a 25% re-
duction in hydrogen consumption (reduce H/C of upgraded Pyoil from
1.75 to 1.33) could be affected, it would be worth about a 2% reduction
in costs (the net hydrogen cost which includes some off gas credits
represents about 8–10% of the total value chain costs in the base case.)

4.2. Oxygen removal options

Hydrotreating costs are very sensitive to the degree of upgrading
required as shown in Fig. 4.

This chart highlights the importance of establishing the minimum
level upgrading required because of the high cost of removing the last
increment of oxygen: In looking for cost reduction opportunities, it is
useful to look both upstream and downstream of the upgrader in the
value chain. Two potential research areas are highlighted on the chart;
greater oxygen removal in the pyrolysis step and partial upgrading
combined with utilization of the hydrotreating capacity in existing re-
fineries. The key question for each of these areas of research is how
these approaches to oxygen removal compare in terms of cost with the
base case of severe hydrotreating.

4.2.1. Partial upgrading / oxygen tolerant refining

The base case in this study assumes that the refinery can handle an
upgrader Pyoil containing 0.2% oxygen. Unfortunately, there is very little
information on the maximum level of oxygen that can be handled in the
refinery processes and products, and what the associated costs are for
refining this material. This area has received little attention to date and
will have to be addressed at some point if the pyrolysis route to fuels is
to be developed. As will be shown below, there could be a large payout
in optimizing the upgrader/refinery interface.

To define the maximum level of oxygen allowed in existing refineries,
one needs to define (1) the corrosion/fouling properties of upgraded
Pyoil as a function of oxygen level and boiling point, (2) the impact of ox-
ygen on the refinery processes, particularly those with sensitive cata-
lysts, and (3) the impact of Pyoil oxygen on gasoline and diesel product
quality. Conceptually, what one is trying to do here is to utilize some of
the existing refinery hardware to reduce the Pyoil upgrader severity
and investment. Also, the use of the refinery’s hydrotreating capabilities
which are tailored for specific boiling ranges should potentially improve
yields and better utilize hydrogen vs. using the single high pressure
upgrader.

The sensitivity of the value chain economics to the allowable refin-
ery oxygen level is significant. Given the high cost of removing the
last increment of oxygen (Fig. 4), steps which enhance a refinery’s abil-
ity to tolerate some oxygen in the feedstock could have a significant
payout. The key issue is to define the oxygen level where acidity is
low enough for safely introducing Pyoil into the refinery. To scope this
issue, a brief analytical research was made in the course of this study
[24]. Samples of Pyoil upgraded to three oxygen levels (8.2%, 4.9% and
0.4% oxygen) were cut into typical refinery fractions and subjected to
standard “crude assay” tests.

The results of this initial testing were somewhat surprising. It was
observed that for a Pyoil sample upgraded to 4.9% oxygen, the acidity
of the heavy fractions (360–1050 °F) was very low as measured by
total acid number (TAN). The acids appeared to congregate in the light
fractions where they are potentially easier to treat. These promising
acidity results will need confirmation because they are based on a single
set of retained pilot plant samples using only TAN measurements as an
indicator of acidity. A more detailed follow-up program on this lead
has been developed and is reported elsewhere [24]. This additional testing
should pay particular attention to the effects of aging on the pyrolysis oil

4 Samples were provided by PNNL from past runs.
5 Total acid number (the amount of potassium hydroxide needed to neutralize acid
in the oil) is used by refiners to indicate the corrosion potential of a crude.
samples. If these unusual results are confirmed, actual corrosion work on
the heavy fractions would be needed. It should be recognized that while
TAN is useful as an indicator of corrosion for petroleum streams based on
a large amount of experience and data, no such corresponding experi-
ence base exists for Pyoil. The primary acids in petroleum are naphthen-
ic, whereas after extensive upgrading of Pyoil the surviving oxygen
species are largely phenolic acids [6].

These results suggest a strategy of partially upgrading Pyoil to only
5% oxygen, separating out the 360+ deg F material, which is fed directly
to a refinery, while further upgrading the light fractions, (light straight
run (LSR) and naphtha) to reduce their acidity for safe introduction
into the refinery. It was found that the light fractions of the sample
upgraded to 0.4% oxygen had very low acidity (TAN was below detect-
ion). It is not known what oxygen level (between 4.9% and 0.4%) in
this fraction needs to be to have a TAN low enough for introduction
into the refinery. Fig. 5 summarizes this approach. It is estimated that
this partial upgrading option would significantly reduce upgrading reactor
volume (48% of base case) and hydrogen consumption (68% of base
case).

It turns out that two factors are very important in determining overall
attractiveness of this approach: (1) the Pyoil yield from this configura-
tion and (2) the incremental refining costs for treating this more difficult
feed.

The economics were tested for a range of partially upgraded (5% oxygen) Pyoil yields. If one assumes the yield loss in upgrading to
5% oxygen is all due to oxygen removal (no light ends loss due to hy-
drocracking), the yield out of the upgrader would be 69% (neglecting
any change in the H/C ratio of the upgraded Pyoil). The distillation
curves of the three samples in this analytical study mentioned above
suggest that significant hydrocracking does not occur until upgrading
to between 5% and 0.4% oxygen. The general shape of the hydrogen cons-
sumption curve also supports this assumption. On the other end of the
spectrum, if cracking to light ends is assumed to be a function of oxygen
removal, then the yield would be closer to 57%.

Finding an optimal refining strategy then becomes a significant
cost saving opportunity. For this study, the output of the refinery is
sumed to be only transportation fuels ex-jet fuel. It was judged that
the certification process to make jet from Pyoil based material was too
problematic for this study. In terms of the refining of these two streams,
the initial thinking is to feed Stream A to the naphtha hydrotreater plus
reforming/isomerization for octane improvement and feed Stream B to
the coker fractionator for conversion/upgrading via hydrocracking and
cat cracking. (The diesel fraction was found to be too low in cetane to
consider direct blending into product.) An initial cost estimate for this
approach indicates the refining costs would increase only by about 11%
vs. the base case of upgrading to 0.2% oxygen. The key assumptions
in estimating the refining costs were that the oxygen was removed as
water and the remaining hydrocarbon content behaved as would simili-
lar hydrocarbons in conventional refining. It should be emphasized that
this estimated cost of refining does not include any unusual costs (cor-
rosion protection, process yield and operating cost debts, etc.) to pro-
cess these potential bio-crudes. These assumptions would, obviously,
have to be confirmed with pilot plant testing. Given that this calculation
represents an optimistic refining cost estimate, the economics were also
tested with refining costs for handling the partial upgrading Pyoil that
are double the base refining costs.

Using these various assumptions the incentives for partial upgrading
are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen the incentive for partial upgrading could be sub-
stantial, but is highly uncertain depending on yield and refining cost
assumptions. The incentive is highly sensitive to upgrader yield, where-
as refining costs have significantly less impact (refining cost are only
about 7% of the value chain costs in the base case). These incentives
are primarily due to the improved yield of products out of the partial
upgrading/refinery combination vs. the base case of upgrading oxygen
extinction before refining. The refinery processes appear to be better
able to preserve valuable hydrocarbons than does the single high pres-
sure upgrader.
Even if the analytical results reported above are not duplicated, the discussion above illustrates the kinds of opportunities that are largely unexplored at the upgrader/refinery interface. To progress the area of partial upgrading, the key is more fully defining the properties of partially deoxygenated PyoIL as a function of boiling point/upgrading severity, and determining what the maximum level of PyoIL oxygen refineries can safely handle. Some of the first areas to examine, in addition to the obvious ones of corrosion and heat exchanger fouling, include (1) defining the feasibility of direct blending of partially upgraded LSR and naphtha streams into gasoline (can some level of upgrading produce material with high enough octane to avoid catalytic processing?), (2) establishing how much of the partially upgraded PyoIL oxygen species can be tolerated in gasoline and diesel (can blending into product be used instead of extra upgrading to get rid of oxygen?) and (3) defining the need to hydrotreat partially upgraded Pyoil prior to cat cracking (where can hydrotreating in the refinery be avoided?).

Broadly, what one is looking for are strategies that use blending as an alternative to catalytic processing and that minimize processing that requires use of expensive hydrogen. Depending on what is found as the limiting factor, potential additional areas to study include oxygen tolerant refinery catalysts, improved corrosion management of Pyoil specific acids and fuel additives to offset any product quality issues found. These overall research areas are largely unexplored.

4.2.2. Oxygen removal at pyrolysis step

The overall motivation for removing some of the oxygen in the pyrolysis step is premised on the idea that this can be done more cost effectively than accomplishing all removal at the upgrader. More specifically, pyrolysis stage oxygen removal could realize a twofold cost saving; (1) reducing the net upgrading costs by removing oxygen as carbon oxides vs. using expensive hydrogen and reducing the upgrader size/investment and (2) producing a Pyoil product that is more stable, making it easier to move logistically and for the upgrader to handle.

The base process produces a raw Pyoil containing 30–40% oxygen. It is known that extensive modification of pyrolysis, as represented by the liquefaction process,\d does, in fact, produce a product with significantly lower oxygen content (12–14%)\d and is more stable and easier to handle in the upgrading step\d. Unfortunately, the cost of the liquefaction process largely offsets the benefits of a less costly upgrading step.\d If modifications could be found that are significantly less costly than liquefaction, they would be of interest. Shell’s HTU process attempts to simplify and reduce the cost of this process by eliminating the catalyst and carbon monoxide\d. A more recent effort is Gas Technology Institute’s III\d process (combined hydropyrolysis and hydroconversion process), where its hydropyrolysis product is reported to be ~2% oxygen. RTI International, in collaboration with ADM, ConocoPhillips and Albemarle, recently received an ARPA-E contract to develop a “single-step catalytic biomass pyrolysis process with high carbon conversion efficiency to produce stable bio-crude with low oxygen content (<10%)”\d. KIOR, a Houston based company, is pursuing another approach\d. They are looking at a catalytic fluid bed process to convert the biomass and remove oxygen. Product oxygen from this process has not been reported. They are currently constructing a 500 t/d plant in Columbus, MS.

Possibilities that could be explored in this area might include changes in the operating conditions in the pyrolysis unit including the use of catalysts, hydrogen donors or hydrogen as well as various feed pretreatment and product post treatment steps to reduce the oxygen content of the raw Pyoil without sacrificing hydrocarbon yield. One could also consider genetically modified trees tailored to the pyrolysis step. A lack of understanding of the impact of feedstock properties on Pyoil oxygen significantly limits opportunities in this area however.

In setting a research target for pyrolysis oxygen removal, a Pyoil level of 10 wt.% oxygen (dry basis) was chosen based on the performance of

---

1. In the liquefaction process wood is slurred with water, recycle oil product and a sodium carbonate catalyst at high temperature (350 °C) and pressure (20.8 Mpa) with carbon monoxide.
the liquefaction process which could be considered a surrogate for a modified pyrolysis process. Higher target levels of oxygen could be considered, but are believed to have separation and handling problems because of (1) similar density of Pyoil and water, (2) increased viscosity of the Pyoil and (3) the potential for significant dissolved hydrocarbon loss in the waste water [6]. If one selects this as a target for modifying the pyrolysis process, the potential reduction in the value chain costs is estimated to be 7–9%. The actual savings achieved would be offset by any incremental cost in the pyrolysis step required to accomplish this target.

Again the challenge is to affect oxygen removal in the pyrolysis step at low cost. The additional (and possibly more important) benefit of oxygen removal at the pyrolysis step is that the reported severe catalyst fouling/deactivation in the upgrading step might be significantly reduced. There is clear evidence that the product from the liquefaction process mentioned above displays reduced upgrader catalyst fouling and deactivation [13].

4.3. Yield improvement incentives

The yield from both the pyrolysis and upgrading steps has a significant effect on the economics. For the n-th plant analysis done by PNNL [13], the yields used assumed significant progress in yield from now until the n-th plant was built; such assumptions are typical and not unreasonable for this kind of study (in their study they assumed the pyrolysis yield was 0.65 lb/ dry Pyoil / lbs dry wood and 0.55 lbs upgraded Pyoil/lbs. of raw dry Pyoil.). In terms of the pyrolysis step, current literature values vary widely [14], especially if residues (bark, foliage) are included. The value used for the n-th plant is at the very upper end of literature values and is for heartwood. Residues and bark/thinnings give lower yields (51% and 53% vs. 60% from heartwood) which seem to correlate with lower volatiles and higher ash content. Some researchers have shown acid treating of wood to remove ash from wood does, in fact, improve pyrolysis yields [15]. Recent studies directly comparing pyrolysis of heartwood vs. whole trees have shown yields for whole trees to be 6% to 9% lower than for heartwood [16]. A more realistic estimate of current technology pyrolysis yield, therefore, would be about 58%. The reported yields above are from very small laboratory studies. It is not known how well these small scale yields survive the scale up to commercial sized pyrolysis reactors, given the sensitivity of oil-yields to vapor phase residence time and temperature. This further argues for using a lower yield to represent current technology vs. the PNNL basis above.

In terms of upgrading yields there is limited recent information available. Early data from VEBA [4] reported yields of ~45 wt.%. (upgraded Pyoil/raw, dry Pyoil). More recent information [17] measured yields in the 48–54% range. Again the data are from small scale laboratory units. For this paper the base case upgrader yield selected was 50%.

Table 2 quantifies the impact of increasing pyrolysis and upgrading yields on value chain costs.

Note that these calculations assume that the product oxygen from each process step remains the same as the yields are improved. Yields from both the upgrader and pyrolysis units are important as the overall yield improvements are the arithmetic product of the yields from each step. The value chain cost reduction for yield improvements in both steps is about 13%. In the pyrolysis step, potential yield improvement areas might include exploring feed pretreatment to remove ash or to add a catalyst. In the upgrader, finding a catalyst that shows lower cracking to light ends might represent an opportunity area. The key issue is the cost of achieving these improvements.

4.4. Biomass research

The costs of producing, harvesting, chipping and shipping the biomass component account for up to 48% of the total fuel cost plus return in our models, depending mostly on location, and provide a substantial opportunity for research and development leading to cost reduction. Increasing the dry biomass yield per acre/year has the greatest impact on the total quantity of fuel products that can be sustainably produced using the technology. Higher yields allow more concentrated production and collection, which would reduce shipping costs. To the extent that yields are high enough to support large scale pyrolysis operations located close to the biomass resource, savings as high as 9% of total value chain costs could be obtained without losing the economies of scale of centralized pyrolysis. Reduction in plantation and harvesting/chipping costs by 25%, influenced in part by more concentrated biomass production, could reduce the value chain cost by 5% and 4%, respectively.

Longer term potential lies in modifying biomass composition to better suit the pyrolysis and upgrading processes. Materials that would require less preparation produce Pyoil with less oxygen, lower water content, and/or lower trace element content would provide cost and operational benefits. Specific programs and objectives in this area were beyond the scope of our study.

5. Conclusions

A competitive pyrolysis value chain will require a combination of significant technical advances from the current state of the technology. The two largest technical uncertainties affecting the value chain’s viability are (1) upgrader catalyst life and (2) the allowable level of Pyoil oxygen the existing refinery infrastructure can handle. Once these are defined, optimization of oxygen removal in the value chain both upstream and downstream of the upgrader, and plantation/upgrader/pyrolysis yields appear to have the greatest impact on the overall economics. These represent the research areas with the highest potential for cost reduction. The ultimate challenge is to make progress in these areas while not eroding the projected savings.
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